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Location
The Vattaparai marsh is located a few kilometres from the hill resort of Kodaikanal
(10º. 12’ and 10º. 15’ N and 77º, 26’ and 77º. 33’ E) in the Palni Hills of Tamil Nadu
in South India.

Grass Hills, Anamalais, Tamil Nadu, December 2008 (Bob Stewart). The
Shola/grassland ecosystem as it used to be on the Palni Hills.

Background history and the relevance of Restoring Natural Capital
(RNC)
Our original introduction to eco-restoration came about accidentally in the mid 1980’s
when we decided to intervene and try to halt and reverse the degradation of what we
perceived to be some extraordinarily beautiful montane rainforest known locally as
Shola. The degraders were mostly local people, marginal farmers, with a cow or two,
and an acre of land. Their dependence on the forest for fuel, fodder and building
materials was total. Very little cash was generated in these communities, though some
people rented rooms and huts to long term foreign visitors like ourselves. From the
outset we knew that saving this forest would depend on the local people agreeing to
become part of the restoration process, so the notion of “nature conservation as if
people mattered”, Restoring Natural Capital: Definitions and Rationale, Aronson et al,
(2006) underpinned all our thinking and practice right from the beginning. (For
complete story see our website –“Restoration of South Indian Shola Forests – Pambar
Shola, a success story in conservation”).

Natural beauty as natural capital
There were no obvious direct economic benefits of restoring the forest; our ultimate
goal was zero exploitation. Nevertheless we did anticipate that by preserving the
beauty and ambience of our locality it would enhance its reputation as a quality tourist
destination. It would be fair to say that without the visible signs of forest degradation,
coupled with young traveller’s interconnectedness via internet, the area is now very
much a five star attraction. Villagers have greatly expanded and improved
accommodation and good money is being earned, with no discernible negative
impacts on the forest.
Mainstream economics and a reflection on ethics
As ownership of Pambar Shola is socialised (State) our actions can only appear
irrational to a classical economist who has no way of measuring the value of
“spiritual” or self fulfilment or the value of simply doing what you want to do. And to
quote from “A Reflection on Ethics”, RNC (2007), “Commodification also disregards
the fact that the natural environment in all its diversity and complexity is valuable.”
We would not swap Pambar Shola (admitting here a sense of ownership) for a million
Rolls Royces. It seems ethically we have reversed the assumptions of Adam Smiths
classical perceptions of self interest and maximising consumption in that we have
applied our labour and surplus capital to restoring natural capital rather than
exploiting it. The assumption of self interest i.e. that it is necessarily predicated on the
accumulation of material wealth as noted in the chapter is challengeable on many
fronts – Kropotkin to Gould – Max-Neef. Selfishness is of course a highly
manageable and convenient concept within a given economic system based on profit
and capital accumulation.
This reversal of mainstream logic also played a role in discussions with the local
community; it was and remains common practice for small farmers to sell their land to
rich folk looking to build a holiday home or similar. Although the concept of natural
capital was unknown to us we argued with the villagers that they were already in
possession of what the rich most desired, in having a house in a beautiful location.
The true value of the possession of this natural capital, including things like your own
safe drinking water and clean air were not really calculated in the equation of the
costs and benefits of walking away with a large wad of cash. The feeling of
marginalisation as a community existing then would also have put a psychological
block on a sense of valuing the very real wealth they possessed as natural capital.
So apart from people centeredness and a notion that maintaining eco-system services
vis a vis aesthetics might be good for business we would not have then seen RNC as
being pivotal in defining our approach; we might easily of fitted into the broad
paradigms and values of the Society of Ecological Restoration International (SERI) as
outlined in the “SER International Primer on Ecological Restoration” (2004) albeit
unknowingly. This would apply to the basic definition of ecological restoration
“Ecological restoration is the process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that
has been degraded, damaged, or destroyed” and in the particulars of historical
authenticity and nativeness. However as we broadened our horizons and looked at the
larger landscape of grasslands converted to industrial timber plantations, we realised
that historical authenticity was a non-starter for improving most of this massively
altered landscape. We had of course by this time, from accidental beginnings, adopted
restoration as a life long vocation.

Shola regeneration under Pine (planted in 1973), a positive thing Sept 2008 (Bob
Stewart)
According to some if not most, ecosystems like this, given the time, energy and
resources involved should simply be abandoned. This nevertheless was totally
unacceptable to us (it was the only eco-system we had). We could see that the new
eco-system which was emerging had positive and negative aspects which could be
manipulated, and that we could help nudge the ecological process towards a highly
desirable future whilst realising a return to the past was practically impossible. Until
we encountered RNC we had no philosophical or theoretical home to work in. With
the perspectives provided by RNC we were enabled to embrace the reality of exotics
(Pine, Eucalyptus, Wattle) within a restorative vision of the future. However it was
when we began restorative work around a nearby marsh at Vattaparai in late 2006 we
found ourselves most clearly aligned with the ideas of RNC.

Invading Eucalyptus and Wattle at Ibex Cliff, a negative thing, a candidate for
full eco-restoration, Nov 2007, (Bob Stewart)

Plateau marshes of the Palni Hills
Marshes were a common feature of the Palni Hills plateau c. 2200m., among the
extensive undulating grasslands alongside pockets of evergreen forest known as
Sholas. The uninhabited, uncultivated portion (some 400 sq.km.) of this plateau has

undergone massive afforestation in recent decades with exotics, mostly Wattles and
Eucalyptus from Australia and Pines, Pinus patula, from Mexico. These were
introduced for paper pulp, low grade timber and in the case of Wattle, viscose from
the wood and tannin from the bark. Wattle had also been previously introduced as a
fuel wood crop for local communities.
The effect of these plantations has been to destroy every marsh in which catchment
they have been planted along with the perennial streams associated with them. We
have no way of verifying this assertion as no local studies have been conducted but it
is in line with the conclusions of many studies conducted in S. Africa over several
decades. The grasslands themselves were more or less extirpated, an ecosystem
composed of hundreds of plant species. (See our website “Floristic composition of the
montane grasslands/eco-tone of the Palni Hills above 1500m.” R. Stewart, T. Balcar
(2008), unpublished).
The loss of ecosystem services and natural capital in the form of water have not been
quantified in the Palni Hills, but a survey of hill villages conducted by us for WWF in
2007 indicated that stream flows had been reduced. In one instance a hill community
was no longer able to share its irrigation water with a neighbouring village. The same
reduction would apply to downstream communities. A study in the Nilgiris (1999) on
the effect of Eucalyptus plantations there even showed a negative impact on down
stream hydroelectric generation, “Hydrological Implications of Planting Bluegum in
Natural Shola and Grassland Watersheds of Southern India” J.S. Samra, A.K. Sikka,
V.N. Sharda (1999). The study itself was prompted by the electricity companies
concerns about reduction in stream flows. For more see “General Notes on the
Hydrology of Industrial Timber Plantations”, David F. Scott (2005), “Blue
Revolution”, Ian Calder (2005) as well as our “Synopsis of Hydrology Papers” (2008)
and the “Rise and Demise of Acacia mearnsii” (2009) on our website.

Dried up reservoir August 2007 (Bob Stewart)

The issue of drying streamlets came to a head in August 2007, when the two
reservoirs of Kodaikanal, whose catchment areas are covered in Wattle, dried out
completely, despite fairly normal rainfall in the preceding months. With some
emergency measures the Township just managed to get by. Subsequently there were
very good rains throughout 2008, but there is a realisation that a normal below
average period of rainfall will eventually plunge the Township and its economy based
on mass tourism and residential schooling into a serious crisis. Plans to truck water
from a source some 20 km away have been mooted. This source happens to be
“emergency” drinking water for Theni district on the plains. The source itself dried up
in 2003.

Extracting the last drop of water from the Gymkhana marsh August 2007 (Bob
Stewart)
Some way into the crisis, which well might have turned into a health crisis as water
was being drawn from some highly dubious sources, we met with our elected
councillor. He was very open to the idea of taking restorative action in the reservoirs
catchment area to enhance stream flows and we looked forward to meeting with our
District administration, the leader of which was known for her ecological sensitivity,
and showing our presentation. After several postponements this meeting never
materialised, and in due course the rains came and the discussion for our part was
over. (If we explained truthfully why this meeting did not occur we would fall off the
diplomatic cliff – 3rd party NGO)
For us, the eco-restoration of the reservoirs catchment, an area of about 3sq km,
remains an obvious option (see in our synopsis file “The Social, Economic and
Ecological Balance Sheet, The South African Experience” World Resources 20002001). The restoration of the marsh at Vattaparai is therefore enormously important as
a public demonstration of Restoring Natural Capital in action.

There were however further developments in town. The Gymkhana marsh that had
provided most of the townships “emergency” water was suddenly fitted with a two
kilometre pipe line which wound around Kodaikanals lakeside. The pipe was a gift of
the Rotary Club, and its purpose was to deliver water to the lower part of Kodaikanal,
the location of many hotels built in the last two decades and the bulk of the town’s
urban population. This has been operating now for the last eighteen months, alongside
the water trucks which continue to extract water directly.

Recently installed pipeline for extracting water from Kodaikanals Gymkhana
marsh 2008. Unsustainable mining of natural capital. (Bob Stewart)
The sustainability of mining water in this way is obviously highly questionable, and
most likely has only been sustained to date by the extraordinary extra metre of rain we
received during 2008 (on top of the usual 1665mm). The situation now is fairly
similar to the same period in 2007, with peak tourist season approaching, reservoir
water delivered only every four days but with the marsh being relentlessly exploited.
Without some exceptionally good rain over the next few months a return to the crisis
of 2007 seems likely. The catchment area of the marsh (Bombay Shola) was itself the
subject of a proposal for restoration in 2005. This was a product of collaboration
between VCT and the Forest Department (research) and RNC’s own Dr
Krishnakumar (“Restoring forests and peoples well being in Southern India”,
Ecological Restoration, Aronson et al (2007). This proposal was somehow lost in
distant Delhi. There is however a head of steam building up at the grass roots to
revive the proposal, and given the new found importance of the marsh to the township
perhaps a restorative and conservational perspective embracing the entire catchment
and the much abused marsh itself.

Extracting water at the Gymkhana marsh, April 2009 (Bob Stewart)
Another sign that Kodaikanal has long surpassed its “carrying capacity” was our
experience of the 12 mile round traffic jam on May 2nd. Fortunately we only
experienced a fraction of the jam as we knew how to escape, but for the thousands of
tourists who spent hours in gridlock and snail pace progress it must have been a grim
experience. Managing Kodaikanals popularity as a tourist destination is clearly a
challenging task, whether it be water supply or traffic flow. So far efforts have sought
to accommodate the ever increasing car numbers with road works and the concreting
of green spaces, and increasing the exploitation of ground water. A further three well
heads were gouged out of the marshes surface in May 2009 and a large pile of
ceramic piping appeared, their purpose unknown (see photos below).

Increased exploitation of the Gymkhana marsh natural capital, May 2009, (Bob
Stewart)
Postscript June 6th 2009
We had expected the madness and traffic chaos of the May Day holiday weekend to
repeat itself throughout the month, but it proved to be a singular event. There was a
perceptibly relaxed atmosphere from then on. We conducted our own traffic survey
on Saturday 23rd May, in accordance with the methodology practised by the Anglade

Institute of Natural History since the 1980’s. On this traditionally very busy day (the
flower show) we were surprised (and for the counters a little disappointed) to find the
count was little different from its last one conducted six years ago. The causes of this
collapse in tourist arrivals are possibly manifold and much discussed but five days
later The Hindu newspaper in bold type announced;
“DRINKNG WATER CRISIS HAUNTS RESIDENTS,
Supply not made even once in 8 days in Kodaikanal”
The article went on to describe the Townships three major water supplies – old
reservoir, new reservoir and the Gymkhana marsh. It then went on to say that
“drinking water supply is erratic owing to failure of the monsoon…..” Inadequate
rainfall was the erroneous knee jerk response to explain the crisis in August 2007.
However we have already described the extra 1000mm. of rain received last year.
Neither did the monsoons fail; in October for example we measured 465mm and
November 246mm, the monsoon withdrew on December 20th. Nothing unusual in
that. There followed a two and a half month long dry season, also nothing unusual,
and for the recent summer months we received 400mm of rain – 25% in excess of
expectations. If anything we have been blessed by excess rains not experienced in
living memory. If inadequate rain is the cause of the crisis then we are in reality
demanding an entirely new climate.
Regarding water there is clearly a chronic mismatch between supply and demand, this
even so when we have had perhaps our quietest tourist season in six years. Even as
demand declines with the end of peak tourism thousands of residential students and
staff are soon to return to their desks. We have asked for a further meeting with our
councillor, himself the owner of a large residential school, to see if we can revive the
interest in restoring natural capital that existed two years ago. Then a tanker of water
fetched Rs 400/-, it is currently Rs 1,200 – Rs 1,500/- depending on demand.

Recent history of Vattaparai marsh

Vattaparai marsh, March 2007. (Bob Stewart)

Between 2005 and 2006 the Forest Department (FD) cleared a swathe of Wattle
around the large marsh here in a project to augment wild life habitat in the form of
pasture. We had no knowledge of this work at the time. It was however clear from our
interactions with the FD that were to follow, that the partial restoration of the marsh
they had induced had not been intentional. Foresters do not by tradition usually
associate deforestation with improved hydrology (Ian Calder (2005). The construction
of a concrete tank in the centre of the marsh in order to harvest water to help wildlife
is an indicator of this. It would not be conceivable or possible to construct such a tank
under the restored conditions that have prevailed in the last two years.

Tank in deep water March 2008 two years after its construction (Bob Stewart)
In November 2006 the Forest Department asked for grasses from VCT’s
Pambarpuram grassland nursery. VCT extended their help to the FD with an informal
arrangement to weed the cleared area of Wattle seedlings. Volunteers mobilised to do
this came from local schools, small traders from the nearby Pillar Rocks tourist hot
spot, Vattakanal Organisation for Youth, Community and Environment (VOYCE) and
VCT as well as a student group from Kerala (Gurukala Botanical Sanctuary).

School students weeding Wattle seedlings at Vattaparai Sept 2008 (Bob Stewart)
Prior to the engagement of VCT the FD had tackled this rehabilitation but had made a
number of mistakes.
1. Uprooting large Wattle stumps with heavy machinery. This is not necessary.
Acacia mearnsii does not sucker from the roots as is widely believed. This
attribute belongs to other, less commonly planted species of Wattle.
2. Heavy machinery was used to bulldoze bracken thickets. This was ineffective
and caused large disturbances. Bracken is best eradicated by uprooting
(damaging the rhizome) when the plant is at its maximum height in its
seasonal life cycle. Bracken is known to make a good compost. (“Bracken as a
peat alternative”, R. Pitman, J. Webber 1998)
3. Tree planting. Most succumbed to frost.
Background to Vattaparai Engagement
In August 2007 VCT did a large planting of native species around the marsh. This
was an enormously rich planting in terms of species and types of plant. They had
accumulated in our nurseries since 2003 with a view to restoring two connected
slopes of grassland adjacent to Kodaikanal. One of the slopes lay below a 500m. long
pathway known as Coakers Walk, one of Kodaikanals most visited scenic viewpoints.
At the heart of the restoration was the Tamil folklore plant Kurinji (Strobilanthes
kunthiana), its 12 yearly cycle of mass flowering was due in to peak in the summer of
2006.
Kurinji, the Flagship Species of the Shola/grassland ecosystem
The Kurinji (Strobilanthes kunthiana) has significance in Tamil history and folklore.
In the ancient Sangham texts (written some 2000 years ago) Kurinji was the name for
the mountain ecosystem, the ecosystems having been divided into five, mountain,
forest, cropland, seashore and desert. Honey derived from Kurinji flowers was also
mentioned and is certainly strongly flavoured and reputed to be medicinal. Kurinji

